The
OboeClarinetGenie™
(OCGenie™)

An invention that magically
relieves your sore thumb

The OCGenie comes with two free innovative Thumbrest Ring
Attachments so that two of your instruments will be made ready
conveniently to use the OCGenie, when they do not have a builtin ring. These Ring Attachments are designed with care to
preserve your valuable familiar feel at the thumbrest. They
can be removed easily, if necessary, with a nail clipper, and will
leave your instruments exactly as they were before. The last two
pictures show how the ring attachment is installed on an
adjustable thumbrest and on a conventional one.

See next page for important preliminary
and routine assembly steps for use.
Just follow the procedures listed there to start enjoying your Oboe,
Clarinet, Oboe d'Amore, Basset Clarinet, or English Horn to the fullest
with your new and vanishingly discreet OCGenie.

A

s a professional musician or as an avid amateur, one thing
that makes it less enjoyable in your lengthy playing is the
noticeable pain in your right thumb, hand, arm, elbow or
shoulder! When playing the Oboe, Clarinet, Oboe d'Amore,
English Horn, or Basset Clarinet, the entire weight of about
two pounds (2 lbs!) of the instrument is on your right thumb.
During long playing sessions, you often need to lift this heavy
weight off your right thumb temporarily, even if you want to play
longer. The pressure and the pain are sometimes too unbearable.
The OboeClarinetGenie (OCGenie) is a breakthrough
invention (US.Pat.No.7,655,853) that works like a player's secret
assistant. Diligently and faithfully, it adjusts itself at every instant,
reducing by a pound the weight on your thumbrest. It lets you
preserve your embouchure and accommodate all your
expressive movements with the music. It will help you to
control your instrument noticeably better in the way you have
learned well before; and it shall not impose any movements
against your will that can jam the reed into your lips or teeth.
You do not need to disengage the OCGenie from your
instrument between pieces or movements of music. Just remove
your instrument from playing position and rest it on your knee,
and the OCGenie will oblige. You can fully set up the OCGenie
with your instrument in a few seconds, and go on stage elegantly
in your best way, ready to play without further awkward
preparation. When you initiate your playing position, the cord of
the OCGenie will automatically adjust to the proper length. It can
extend effortlessly up to 32 inches, offering you the freedom to
hold the instrument intuitively in any playing or rest position.

LIMITED WARRANTY

Innovanics Corporation makes every effort to assure that its products
meet high quality and durability standards, and warrants to the original
purchaser that this product is free from defects in materials and
workmanship for the period of Three years from the date of purchase. This
warranty does not apply to damage due directly or indirectly, to misuse,
abuse, negligence or accidents, normal wear and tear, repairs or alterations
outside our facilities, or improper installation. We shall in no event be liable
for death, injuries to persons or property, or for incidental, contingent,
special or consequential damages arising from the use of our product. Some
states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential
damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This
warranty is expressly in lieu of all other warranties, express or
implied, including the warranties of fitness and merchantability.
To take advantage of this warranty, the product or part must be returned
to us with shipping charges prepaid. Proof of purchase date and explanation
of the complaint must accompany the merchandise. If our inspection
confirms the defect, we will repair or replace the product at our election or
we may elect to refund the purchase price if we cannot readily and quickly
provide you with a replacement. We will return repaired products at our
expense, but if we determine there is no defect, or that the defect resulted
from causes not within the scope of our warranty, then you must bear the
cost of returning the product.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other
rights which vary from state to state.

INCLUDED:

One Cord Housing with Snap-Hook,
one Neckstrap, two Thumbrest Ring Attachments.
Innovanics Inc.

1413 Wyandotte Rd.
Columbus, OH 43212
614-488-8984
www.ocgenie.com

